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WELCOME NOTE   

  
  

Dear colleagues and friends,

  

We would like to personally welcome each of you to the XVIII Summer School "Francesco
Turco", to be held on September 11 – 13, 2013 at the Ritz Hotel, Senigallia, Italy.

  

Senigallia is an outstanding location for meetings: being placed on the Adriatic coast it is easily
reachable from Italy and abroad and also offers the occasion to discover the gentle hills of the
Marche Region landscape.

  

The 2013 Edition of the  Summer School "Francesco Turco" continues the fruitful collaboration
with our association AIDI, being a forum for the exchange of innovative scientific research tools
and topics.

  

The world of Industrial Engineering and Operation Management is an exciting area where to
study, and we’ll continue to meet and bring inspired people together in forums like this one, to
ensure our association remains at the cutting edge.

  

The 2013 edition of the Summer School Francesco Turco, “A CHALLENGE FOR THE
FUTURE:  the role of industrial engineering in a global  sustainable economy
” will focus on financial, environmental and social fall down of introducing “green thinking” for
reengineering firms products and processes.

  

The School Program will cover three days including oral sessions, poster sessions and
international invited speakers as well a “learning session” based on LCA tools.
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The detailed program will also encompass recreational activities on the hotel beach and a visit
to the spectacular "Grotte di Frasassi", a remarkable karst cave system in the municipality of
Genga.

  

Before closing, we would like to thank each of your for attending  the Summer School  and
bringing your expertise and kindness to our gathering since, it is You, members of our scientific
association and conference participants, who will make the conference an exceptional
experience.

  

On behalf of the Organizing Committee

  

Maurizio Bevilacqua
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